Several plasma microinstabilities can grow in "double jets" and impose specific conditions to ensure stability:
It seems now important to consider bulk velocity gradients inside jets (Blandford, 1993 Several plasma microinstabilities can grow in "double jets" and impose specific conditions to ensure stability:
(1) light e + e~ beams with density ratio n 0 /no ~ 10~3 to 0.1. (2) strong magnetic field along jet axis, Β > B c = 3.2 χ 10~3η^2 in CGS units (i.e. plasma and cyclotron frequencies such that ω ρ < u; c , density no < 9.7 X 10 4 J5 2 , and Alfven velocity ν A > 0.02c) to avoid efficient generation of Langmuir waves. within two-component models, one needs to interpret some feature along the jet as a critical zone from its apparent morphology. To follow the quantitative approach, one needs some estimates of the magnetic field along the jet and at the critical zone to determine the wind density n 0 from (2). For WATs, critical zones are identified with the so-called inner hot spots and for FRIs with the start of bright jets after the gaps. In FRIIs inner straight beams come out from nucleus and disappear at brighter knot or decline with small change in direction before entering radio lobes. We tentatively identified the end of these beams with the critical zone. Crosssectional areas of the two components are deduced from the maps. From (1) to (4), we impose n 0 -10" 2 no and 7 = 4. We first assume VQ -0.02c for the wind velocity. Mass flux, net energy flux, and efficiency factor s = L Ta d/(Kb + Ko) for conversion of jet power into radio luminosity are then deduced. 
